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EDITORIAL
SYSTEMATIZATION OF NURSING CARE: A BRAZILIAN INVENTION?

Rosimere Ferreira Santana1
Routinely in practice, teaching and research has been the use of the Systematization of
Nursing Assistance as referring to the nursing process. As in the example "in the hospital there
is no SAE", this would imply that, as defined by resolution COFEN 358 2009, there would not
have organization of "professional work on the methodology, personnel and instruments,
making possible the implementation of the nursing process". But, in fact what is meant behind
it is that it would "not have implemented all phases of the nursing process or not yet adopted
the standardized language systems - taxonomies". The conceptual confusion about what SAE
would be, Process of Nursing and taxonomies, and when each one will be used, still causes
seminal questions in experienced professionals,
If one thinks in the definition of SAE, there is still the desire to conceptualize each axle,
for example, the method axis - described as the nursing process itself, so the nursing process
would be contained in SAE. Would it be something smaller? Would it therefore be an axis of
SAE?
Moreover, then, what is the reason for the distinction immediately afterwards in the
same resolution, "Nursing Process is a methodological tool that guides the professional care
nursing and documentation of professional practice" and describes the five phases of the
nursing process: Research, diagnosis, planning, implementation and evaluation. These are
widely publicized and accepted worldwide as the way of making contemporary nursing work,
the scientific instructions for nursing use. So, why the reason for the creation of SAE in Brazil,
if the nursing process is itself the model of professional practice.
It is noteworthy the way to document also described in the legislation, but not detailed,
scene of many discussions because this is another controversial issue of global nursing - the
adoption of a single standard language system. However, despite the adopted taxonomy, the
registration steps and workflow are the same worldwide. So why in Brazil, SAE stands out over
the nursing process?
It would be the historical condition of the profession institution historically ruled in the
dichotomy lady-nurses and nurses administer care. Are these historical roots influencing today
the difficulty nurses focus their activities in the implementation of the nursing process? That is,
in the care to individuals, families and communities, in the income statement of its action, at
the expense of support for other professionals.
Another important question was the distinction of the Systematization of Nursing Care
Management Area Nursing working in the adoption of contemporary organizational and
managerial models of personnel management, materials, satisfaction indicators, instruments,
and quality of work. Therefore, one thinks whether SAE definition exists or it would be
appropriate to advocate Management in nursing, whether the nursing management organizes
the nursing work, a term recognized worldwide, without resets, with no overlapping and
darkness.
However, breaking down the axes of systematization of nursing assistance it is
understood that his concept originates in Management in nursing, and that its postulate in the
literature and Resolution eventually put more emphasis on managerial aspects than to aspects
of its own nursing process application.
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In short, the SAE supports the management in nursing thus organizes professional work,
enabling the organization of work. However, the nursing process needs to be emphasized in
Brazil, as something independent, as the center of nursing care, and not understood as
associated to systematization of nursing assistance, as an invention. Rooted in the fact that there
is no personal, method or instrument it would not have the process, and there would have the
nursing itself without these elements? This has greatly hindered the implementation of the
nursing process in the Brazilian nursing practice, with emphasis on the NCS, and the absence
of light to the nursing process - guiding principle of the profession-science.
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